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ABSTRACT 
The result on Benoutian representation via Vandermonde matrices is provided 
with a proof which is based on polynomial models. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a pair f(z), g(z) of polynomials of degree at most n, the 
Bezoutian B = B(f, g) = (bij) off and g is a symmetric matrix of order n 
defined through the generating polynomial 
n-1 
fwd4 -fW&) = c bijZiwj, 
Z--w 
i,j=O 
The Barnett factorization formula is fundamental for the study of Bezoutians: 
B(f, d = S(f k(Cf)~ (1) 
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where 
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f(z) = I& 
j=O 
and 
SC f> = 
Cf = 1 
-fo 
L- f, 
fi 
fi 
i 
0 
(f* + O), g(z) = 5 g$, (2) 
j=o 
fi . 
f3 . 
1 
-f1 
f” 
. . . 
. . fn 
0 
. . . 
fn 
and 
1 
-f*-1 
fn 
(3) 
stand for the symmetrizer and the companion matrix of f, respectively (see 
@I). 
The next result on diagonalization of the Bezoutian by congruence via a 
Vandermonde matrix is well known (Lander [9], also Datta [l] and Furhmann 
and Datta [5]), and is usually shown for the case that f(z) has simple roots. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) and g(z) he of the form (2) with f, = 1. Iffhu.s 
simple roots t 1, , t,, then the Bezoutian B(f, g> satisfies 
VTB(f, g)V = diag[f’(ti)g(ti)]:=,, 
where V is the Vandernwnde matrix V( t 1, . . , t,). 
The Bezoutian can be brought into block diagonal form also in the 
general case (see [4]). Recently Sansigre and Alvarez [ll] obtained a general- 
ization of Theorem 1 as follows. 
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THEOREM 2. Let f(z) be of the form (2) and 
f(2) = fi(z -tip, ti distinct, ni >, 1, 
i=l 
(4) 
and let g(z) be a polynomial of degree at ,most n. Then the Bezoutian B(f, g) 
satisfies 
V;B(f, g>V’= d%[ Rk~(Jll,(tk))g(l,,(tk))]l;l’ (5) 
where Vf is the generalized Vandermonde matrix associated with f, fk(z) = 
fCz)/(z - tkYk, R, thejlip matrix of order nk, and],,,(t) the Jordan block 
(with t along the diagonal) of order m. 
Here by the generalized Vandermonde matrix associated with f (with 
ordered roots) we mean the matrix of order n 
Vf = (snl(o.‘.~ S&J), (6) 
where 
salti) = J” t;-j 
[ii 1 
n-l,n,-1 
k,j=O ’ 
i = 1,. . , s. 
It is well known that V’ is invertible [see also (14) below], and that 
CfVf = Vflf ’ (7) 
where 
(8) 
In the present note a proof to Theorem 2 is given, which is based on 
polynomial models due to Fuhrmann [6]. This result then is applied to obtain 
an analogous representation for Hankel matrices. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In order to describe polynomial models we take up some notation. A 
rational function u E C( z> can be decomposed as u = o + w, such that 
u E C[z] (the ring of polynomials over C> and w = 0 or w = b/c, b, c E 
C[ z], deg b < deg c. We define the projections rTT+ and 7~_ by 
Tr+u = 0 and n_u=w. 
For a given polynomial p(z) = Cy= ,, pj zj (p, = I), put 
Qi = pm-( p-lh), h E C[z]. 
The range of TV, X, = Im rrp is just P,_ i, the space of all complex 
polynomials of degree not exceeding n - 1. Denote by S, the map on Xp 
given by 
and by B,, = { 1, z, . . . , zn- ‘} and B,, = {e,, . , e,} the standard basis and 
the control basis for X,, respectively, where e,(z) = pi + p,+iz + a*. +.z~-~. 
It has been shown [7] that 
[ sp]:: = cp’, (9) 
m = S( P>, (10) 
where I stands for the identity operator on X,, and [ Z]zO the representation 
of Z with respect to the ordered pair of bases B, and Bst; similarly for the 
others. Also, B,, and B,, are dual to each other under the pairing ( , ) 
defined by 
(u,w> = [ p-‘w], u,w E C(z), 
whereas 
[t&W] = 2 u-i_lwj 
j= --m 
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whenever u(z) = CJ!: _,ujzj and w(z) = Cy: _,zwjzj. Thus by duality 
It follows from (1) (lo), and (11) that 
B( P, 4) = m[q(s,)]:: = [4(S,)]:b (12) 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
be such that 
Let Gkj E Pa_, , k = 1, . . , s, j = 0, 1, . , nk - 1, 
G&j(&) =j!S,,S,, i = l,...,s, r=O,...,n,- 1. 
Then B, = {G,,, . , G,,nl-l,. . , G,,, . . , G,,.5_11 forms a basis for P,_1 
by the theory of Hermite interpolation. For the polynomial f(z) in (4, we 
have 
k=l j=O 
where fkj =f(j)(t,)/j! Vk, j. A simple calculation leads to 
[I]; = vf? 
Now put 
j nk - 1. 
f(z) 
Fkj(z) = tz _ tk)j+l ’ 
k=l,..., s, j=O ,... 
Then B,, = {F,, ,..., F1,,,_l ,..., F,, ,..., Fs,n,-ll is also a basis for P,_r, 
called the spectral basis. Compute the indefinite metric (Gki, Fqj > Vi, 
j, k, q: 
(Gki, F,,) = [Gki,(z - t,)-j-l] = F = 'kq 'ji 
This means that B,, is the dual basis of Bin, and by (13) and the duality of 
B,, and B,, we derive 
111; = Vf. (14 
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The trivial operator identity Sri = lSr implies 
It follows from (10, (141, and (7) that 
and by duality 
(15) 
Let ALhsk] = (a~‘Y,k]) h > 2 
,%I..., Fk. 
k = 1 
7 . 
, s, be the n,, X nk matrix such that 
nk_l] = [G,,,...,C,,.~-,][A’“,~‘]~=,. 
Then 
= r!a[O.kl Tl7 ’ q = 0,l 1 . > “k -1, r=O )...) r&,-l, 
whence a\:) z a17kdkl = Fk(;)(tk)/r! Vr, q, and ALha k1 = 0 Vh + k. But 
Fk(;)(tk) = 0 for r + q < nk - 2, SO a\:] = 0 if r + q < nk - 2. For r + q 
212,-l 
I 
Fi,;'(tk) = tr + q ;‘l _ nk)!.fk( _ t k)a 
where f;c(z> =f(z>/<z - tk)““, so that for r + q > nk - 1 
fi(‘+~~+l-%)(tk) 
‘%= (f-+q+l-nk)!’ 
which implies 
A, = ArkskI = &j&(tk))> k = 1,. . , s, 
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where R, is the flip matrix of order nk. Thus 
43 
(16) 
From the equality Zg(Sf)I = g($)I we get 
and therefore by (13), (121, (141, (151, and (16) the result (5) follows, as 
Ri = Z and R, J,,k(t,)R, =]z(tk> for each k. n 
Incidentally the representation (14) of Vr is an alternative proof of the 
nonsingularity of the generalized Vandermonde matrix. 
As an immediate corollary we obtain the reduction of Hankel matrices 
with the generalized Vandermonde matrix. 
COROLLARY. Let f(z), g(z), and {k(z) be us in Theorem 2. Then the 
Hankel matrix H = H(g/f) satisfies 
vpqv~l)T = A%[ n(l,,(tk))~(l,,(tk))IRtJr_,- (17) 
In the case that f(z) has simple roots t,, . , t,, 
VJ’H(VF’)I = diag[ -$$-I’= . 
k 1 
Proof. From H(g/f) = g(C,)S(f>-’ it is obvious. n 
We conclude this note by remarking that the reductions of the Bezoutian 
and Hankel matrices can be applied to obtain characterizations of these 
matrices compatible with a polynomial (e.g. [4], 121, [lo], [3], and [12]>. 
The authors wish to thank the referee for helpful comments and sugges- 
tions. 
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